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IntroductionIntroduction

Multi-modal MRI: Multi-modal MRI are widely used 
in neuroimaging applications. However, it usually 
encounters incomplete input problem. 
Disentanglement for modality-invariant features is 
one solution.

Disentanglement:

In this work: (1) proposed a better 
disentanglement method; (2) proposed a 
framework of using the disentangled representations 
for missing modality scenario. 

Method

Experiments

Conclusion

Objectives:
(1) Reconstruction loss

(2) Latent loss

(3) Similarity loss (novel margin-based hinge loss)

Modality
representation 
• specific to modality 
• share among 

subjects
Anatomical 
representation 
• shared brain structure
• similar description on 

abnormal region

Part I: Disentanglement

• For anatomical representation s

High similarity, across modality Low similarity, across subject

Low similarity, across modality High similarity, across subject

Modified Conditional Convolution
Enable one set of encoders for all modalities
• Computational efficient
• Better weights by jointly extracting contrasts

n sets of experts Modality-specific mixture weights, 
adaptively learned by a linear layer

Part II: Fusion for missing modality scenario Pooling across modalities

Training strategy: 
• fix encoders from disentanglement
After fusion module:
• Features that are invariant to input modalities
• Features can be feed as input for any state-of-the-art 

downstream task model

• For modality representation z

Datasets
NCANDA: T1, T2 MRI; 692 adolescents with no-
to-low alcohol drinking
ZeroDose: T1, FLAIR MRI, and corresponding 
FDG-PET; 171 subjects with multiple diagnosis 
(tumor, epilepsy, dementia); synthesizing PET 
from multi-contrast MRI as downstream task
BraTS: T1, T1 GD, T2, FLAIR MRI, and 
segmentation masks; 369 subjects with brain; 
brain tumor segmentation as downstream task
Competing methods
+NA: disentangle by cross-reconstruction [1,2]
+Adv: disentangle by adversarial training [3-5]
+Sim: proposed method
Conv: traditional convolution
CondConv: proposed conditional convolution

Results – Visualization of disentangled representations

Results – Cross-reconstruction quality

Results – Downstream tasks

Standard+Zero: all zero image for 
missing contrast
Standard+Avg: mean image for missing 
contrast
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